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 Intellectual property rights are the rights 

granted to individuals over their mental works. 

For a set amount of time, they usually grant the 

inventor exclusive rights to make use his or her 

creation. Keeping in view of the objective IIMT 

college of Law has organized anonline guest 

lecture on Necessity of global IPR Laws, 

26.4.2021. 

 
In persuasion of its academic policy to provide 

qualitative education with serious discussion on 

current challenges, IIMT College of Law, 

Greater Noida successfully conducted 

Motivational Lecture through Online Mode on 

the topic of Stress Management in Covid 

Scenario on April 27th, 2021 at 10.00am. 

Considering the challenges of Covid-19, it was 

considered worth-while to address the dire need 

of providing expert guidance with solid solution 

to remove the Covid -phobia from our 

psychology. In order to support constant 

struggle against the fatal epidemic of Covid-19 

Corona, sound mental hygiene play vital role.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ms. Tanuja Kaushal, Clinical Psychologist, AIIMS,  

New Delhi delivered an out show  to sustain mental 

equilibrium  during rapid expansion of Covid-19 

which has posed  a serious risk for psychological 

 health. The old idiom of sound mind in sound body 

must be studied as sound mind with sound body to 

give our hundred percent against all challenges and 

difficulties which are constantly tormenting us. 

Commoners are exposed to negative reporting by 

print & electronic media which further deteriorates 

the decisive power of all and creates chaos. No 

solution is visible. Such a terrible situation is tough to 

handle; therefore, slight cough, cold and fever makes 

us believe that we are suffering from covid. When we 

discover ourselves in such mental disorder, our 

physical strength yields to the pressure and we are in 

a pessimistic state of mind which provide us no 

solution. Only expert Psychologist can provide 

healing touch to enable the patient overcome from 

mental bankruptcy. Students are soft target as they 

can’t handle so many pressures of study, hygiene and 

constant tension for the safety of dear & near ones. 

Yoga with involvement in physical activity can 

release pressure from our nerves and we land in a 

world of positivity. Around 130 students have 

attended the session. 

 

                                                                                                                          

 

Dear Parents, Students & Community Members, 

IIMT group was established in 1994  with this  intention to provide value based and quality  education to  

the students. The main objective of our institution to make students capable to face Life’s challenges and  

serve  for  others. We,  educators  should  always   encourage each  students to  understand  himself  and  

grab opportunities  in their  area of  interest. Dear students, ensure your participation in all academic and  

non-academic  activities. Always  be trust to  do your best  and with the  blessings  of  the  almighty, all  

of you will continue get success in your Life’s . 

                                                                                                                                  - Dr. Monika Rastogi 

 

 

EDITOR’S 

DESK 

  

     “ With their efforts, some may develop a plan,  

        But due to mindset some may think, they never can, 

     All have different choice – in this Life’s game,  

         It  is ours, you cannot blame.”     

 

                                                   GUEST LECTURES 
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The IIMT College of Law has organized 

online motivational lecture on How to convert 

challenges into opportunities on 06.05.2021. 

The speaker of the event was Dr. Amrita 

Pachauri, who is expert in mental health and 

healing. She has completed her PG in 

Neuropsychobics and currently working as a 

psychological counsellor as well as student 

counsellor in IIMT Group of Colleges. The 

speaker who herself is a source of motivation 

to students gave encouraging examples from 

real life incidents by quoting famous 

personalities like Ratan Tata, Dhirubhai 

Ambani and Sandeep Maheshwari, and 

inspired students to be a self-motivator. She 

discussed the importance of positive thinking 

and attitude which brings optimism into life 

and such constructive changes can make one 

brighter and more successful. This program 

helped students to be guided by a positive 

mind and driven by self-motivation. There are 

total 52 participants who have attended this 

program including students and faculties. The 

entire session was successfully conducted and 

was very knowledgeable and productive for 

all. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

IIMT College of Law has organized online motivational 

lecture on Social Responsibilities of Students during 

Covid-19 on 18.05.2021. The speaker of the event was 

Mr. Habib-ur-Rehman , he has spoken about the legal 

and social obligation of various stakeholders in the 

society. All persons in general and students in particular 

are required to contribute to the society for maintaining 

social structure and social solidarity. Around 120 

participants have attended the session.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The IIMT College of Law has organized online 

motivational lecture on Art of Recovering from Failures 

dated 17.05.2021. The speaker of the event was Dr. 

Nidhi Gupta, psychologist, Sarvodaya Superspeciality 

Hospital, Ghaziabad. The guest speaker explored all 

required aspects of the causes of failure and its side 

effect which are constant mode of frustration to all. The 

participants enjoyed the intellectual blessings of the 

speaker on how to pass life with ease and comfort rather 

than being carried away by pessimistic conceptions. The 

expert guidance countered many misconceptions which 

almost land us in turmoil of tension and dejection. We 

must try to overcome the minute failures of life in order 

to sustain our faith in the beauty of human-life. We must 

adopt positive values in life for better results. Believing 

in ourselves will led us towards the path of success and 

ultimate happiness where we consider happiness and 

sadness equally. We are neither sad in gloomy period on 

the contrary happy period is welcomed as normal.  This 

concept allows freedom from excessive joy and worst 

failures. Only such an ideal perception allows us to be 

more rational in our approach towards the happenings of 

life. To accept life in its actual shape and form will 

enable us to be a satisfied human where we don’t mind 

failures as setbacks but consider them as push up for 

more efforts. The question session was a grand success 

as many questions were raised by students. The event 

finished with thanks-giving note by event coordinator 

Dr. Munish Kumar Sharma. Around 120 faculty & 

students have attended the session. 

                                          MOTIVATIONAL LECTURES 
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IIMT College of Law has 

organized online documentary visit of 

Revolt of 1857on 02.06.2021. A short 

video of Augarhnath Temple was 

presented to the audience along with 

photographs of various sites of revolt. 

A description of the various sites along 

with their historical importance was 

given along with folk tales associated 

with such sites. The coordinator has 

also addressed the revolt of 1857 the 

places of Meerut where first time 

Independence movement has started. 

Around 50 participants have attended 

the session.    

 

 

 

 

On the 21st of May 2021, the IIMT College of 

Law, Greater Noida, held an outreach Programme 

on the topic of "Spirituality-Strength of Life." this 

activity was highly informed and instructive 

about spirituality, nature, and all of our things 

that we all follow in our lives. Mr. Jitendra 

Nishad (Bajrangi) from Prayaagraj, who is linked 

with the Swadhyay Pariwar, Prayaagraj, was our 

guest in that session, and we are all grateful to 

him. Ms. Anuradha Garg coordinated this 

exercise. Students had also learnt about spiritual 

matters as well as nature and its various aspects, 

all of which were very interesting. Students were 

overjoyed to participate in this session and 

demanded that similar instructive and enjoyable 

activities be organised again. They were also 

overjoyed to attend the activity. As a result, by 

the end of the programme, students had dispelled 

several misconceptions about nature and 

spirituality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
IIMT college of Law has organized online outreach 

activity on Leadership Challenges to Save Humanity on 

01.06.2021. The program revolved around the penal 

discussion that what qualities a leader should imbibe in 

this pandemic situation to save the life of people. Around 

45 participants have attended the session 

 

                                            HISTORICAL VISIT 

                                  SOCIAL & OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 
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Under the domain of IIMT College of Law, the 

Sport Club has organized online Carrom 

Competition on 24.04.2021. Around 150 

participants have participated in the competition 

by registration on Google Form, and out of 

which Kuldeep Shah were declared winner & 

Manshi Negi declared as runner.  
 

 
 

 

 

The Sports Club has organized online crossword 

puzzle competition on 19.05.2021 around 150 

participants has participated in the competition by 

registration on Google Forms. The winner of the 

competition was Neha Varshney declared as 

winner and Harsh Raj as runner. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

The Cultural Club organized a Social Media Challenge 

Activity in which students from IIMT Law College 

participated with great fervor and excitement, with a 

total of 35 students on 29.4.2021.  The students have 

shown their talents through photography and got winner 

by the maximum likes. The winner of the competition 

was 

 

 
Name of Student Semester  Position 

1. Jai Sharma B.A.LL.B-2
nd

 Semester 1
st
 

2. Chirag Chaudhary B.A.LL.B-6
th

  Semester 2
nd

 

3.AbhaBhati B.A.LL.B-2
nd

   Semester 3
rd

 

 

 
 

The Cultural Club has organized online skit writing 

on14.05.2021. The students have chosen the topic on 

cultural, social, educational and current scenario. These 

types of activity enhance the skills of students and 

increase their knowledge. Around 30 students have 

participated in the session. 
 

 

                                               CLUB ACTIVITIES 

SPORT CLUB ACTIVITIES CULTURAL CLUB ACTIVITIES 
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The Literary Club has organized online story 

narration competition on 01.05.2021.Students 

were given the theme “Migrant Crisis” on the 

spot with 15 minutes’ preparatory time to write 

the story. The competition was open to all LL.B./ 

B.A. LL.B. students. Many students recounted 

their stories, with the central character of their 

story stressing the hardship of migrants. 

Participants told stories using the Covid crisis as 

a backdrop. Their stories conveyed their 

perspectives on a predicament that the globe is 

currently experiencing. Ms. Anshu Singh of the 

BA LLB 8th Semester was declared the champion 

of this competition. Students' inventiveness is 

enhanced and their latent abilities are revealed 

through such exercises. Such events are held on a 

regular basis at the Law College to encourage 

students to participate in extracurricular activities. 

Around 35 students have participated in the 

competition. 

 

 
The Literary Club has organized online 

competition on the topic of On Spot Oratory, 

25.05.2021. This academic engagement was 

attended by a total of 35 students. The students' 

performance was judged by four judges (Dr. M.K. 

Sharma, Dr. R.C Rai, Dr. Rama Rani, and Ms. 

Ishita Tyagi).The topic was handed to them on the 

spot, and they had to finish their oratory in less 

than two minutes. Ms. Simran Shukla was chosen 

the winner, and Kanika Gangotra was declared the 

runner-up. The winner of the competition was 

Simran Shukla declared as winner & Kanika 

Gandotra as runner. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

On 03.05.2021, the Moot Court Club hosted an online 

FIR competition centred on Dowry Death. A total of 

40 students took part in the competition. Participants 

prepared memorials on the above-mentioned issue 

from the perspectives of the Prosecution and the 

Accused, as well as arguments and case law. It was 

fascinating to see how students grasped the 

application of laws through drafting and 

communication, both of which are required for the 

Moot Court. The competition's winner was 

 

Name of Student Semester  Position 

1. Neha Irene LL.B-4
th

 Sem. 1
st
 

2. SimranShukla B.A.LL.B-2
nd

  Sem. 2
nd

 

3.Kanika Gandotra LL.B-6
th

    Sem. 3
rd

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Legal Aid Club has organized online guest lecture 

on Awareness against Cyber Fraud on 05.05.2021.The 

speaker of the event was Adv. Ranjeet Kumar, he said 

that cybercrime is any illegal activity in which a 

computer is used as a tool, a target, or both, traditional 

criminal behaviours such as theft, fraud, forgery, 

defamation, and mischief, all of which are covered 

under the Indian Penal Code. The Information 

Technology Act of 2000 addresses a variety of new 

age offences that have arisen as a result of computer 

abuse. 

    Cybercrime can be classified in two ways. 

 Utilizing a computer to attack other computers is 

known as using a computer as a target, for e.g. 

Hacking, Virus/Worm attacks, DOS attacks, and 

so forth. 

 Utilizing a computer as a weapon entails using a 

computer to perform crimes in the real world, for 

e.g. Cyber Terrorism, IPR Violations, Credit Card 

Frauds, EFT Frauds, Pornography, and so on are 

only a few examples. 

In above-stated online activity more than 100 students 

was present and they have learnt many things against 

cyber fraud and it was very great and informative 

session and wonderful also. 

 

 

LITERARY CLUB ACTIVITIES MOOT CLUB ACTIVITY 

LEGAL AID CLUB ACTIVITY 
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A Legal Aid Club activity called "Awareness of 

Fundamental Rights to Medical Care" sought to 

educate students and urge them to do social justice 

and educate people by making them aware of their 

rights on 16.05.2021. Ms. Ishita Tyagi (Assistant 

Professor) gave a talk on the topic and explained 

the Fundamental Right to Medical Aid Facility, 

which is protected by Article 21 of the 

Constitution. Other legislation include the 

constitution's Articles 38, 39 (e), (f), 42, 47, 48, 

and section IV, as well as important case law. She 

mentioned international recommendations as well 

as treaties ratified by India that provide guidance 

in this area, such as the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, WHO 

(Preamble), and Art 25 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. The most important 

instances, as well as Supreme Court guidelines, 

were thoroughly reviewed. Finally, a critical 

examination of government policies as well as the 

provision of medical rights was carried out. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

On the 24th of May 2021, the IIMT College of    

Law hosted a WGRC Activity, with Dr. 

Tanushree serving as the coordinator. Mrs. 

Sunita Sharma Bhati, Civil Defense Volunteer, 

Delhi West Division, was our guest speaker. 

The visitor spoke extensively about different 

aspects of self-defense and women's welfare. A 

few physical self-defense methods were also 

taught. The guest answered a number of 

questions about how students, particularly 

females, should be aware of their rights and 

utilise that knowledge to protect themselves 

from both physical and mental abuse. Since our 

guest speaker has been working as the Civil 

Defense Volunteer she also shared her 

experiences about variety of cases that she had 

dealt with. The Guest also discussed about the 

increasing use of social media in awareness 

generating programs for women empowerment. 

The guest also shared opinion on how there are 

differences in rural and urban crimes related to 

women. Around 120 faculty & students have 

attended the session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The Alumni Club has organized online talk by the 

Alumni on the topic of Digital Career Development 

during the Covid Scenario on 27.05.2021.The major 

speakers were Adv. Abhishek Kumar Chaurasia, Adv. 

Vikas Sharma, and Adv. Naina Bidhuri. The 

importance of digital technology in everyday life has 

been emphasised by Adv. Abhishek Kumar 

Chaurasia. He argued that digital technology is a gift 

to the complete human being. Adv. Vikash has 

concentrated on the benefits and drawbacks of digital 

technology. He also noted the responsibility of the 

ministry of information and technology in giving 

certain needed rules for efficient monitoring. Adv. 

Naina has well conveyed the importance and usability 

of digital technology, particularly in the Covid-19 era. 

She also emphasized the significance of digital 

technology and its use. She spoke about the plea's 

online submission and hearing. Around 50 to 60 

students have attended the session. 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY UNDER THE AEGIS  OF 

WGRC 

ALUMNI CLUB 
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The Alumni Club has organized online guest 

lecture on Latest Legal Trends to establish in 

Global Era on 12.06.2021.The speaker of the 

event was Adv. Anisha Singh(Alumni) .Madam 

Anisha discusses the role of the GATT and 

WTO in the provision of legal services. She also 

used the examples of CERIA and ISRAEL to 

highlight various global issues and legal 

developments. She spoke about the global 

human relationship and the UN's role in 

protecting mankind. She spoke about the plight 

of prisoners of war, their right to advocate, and 

the importance of legal services in saving 

mankind. POWs are in a terrible predicament. 

She has also talked about latest changes taken 

place in Administrative Law, international Law, 

Litigation, Cyber Law, Environmental Law. She 

has discussed bout changing trends and hearing 

patterns in International Court. Vote of thanks 

has proposed by Mr. Pramod Kumar Sharma 

(Assistant Professor). 60 students have attended 

this session.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under the domain of Innovation Institute 

Council, IIMT College of Law, has 

organised online session on Intellectual 

property rights and IP management 

system for start-ups on 22.05.2021 .The 

speaker of the event been Adv. Saranash 

Chaturvedi. The  event  was  attended  by  

more than  100 participants , students  and  

faculties  from  across  the  nation  

eminent  colleges  and  people  from  

different  profession  and  walks  of  life. 

Around 100 participants has participated 

in the session, they have understand the 

application of IP in Startup. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The event “How to plan for start-up legal and ethical 

steps” 31
st
   May 2021, the Guest speaker of the event 

was Mr. R. Srinivasan (Head IPR 4A IP Solutions 

Advocate and IP Attorney). Sir gave vivid information 

on the topic and made us aware of the steps required 

starting a start-up. Sir gave us a picture of the present 

scenario and various policies of the government in this 

regard. Sir made us aware of various legal complications 

and laws that one has to consider and how to take benefit 

of various tax exemptions at the initial stage.  Sir 

informed us about IPR laws and how to patent our work. 

Sir even gave brief of Tax laws and other laws that one is 

to be aware during the process of starting a start-up. 

Around 100 students have attended the session. 
 

 
 

                                               IIC ACTIVITIES 
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Under the domain of Innovation Institute Council 

IIMT College of Law has organized online 

workshop on 16-6-2021. The speaker of the event 

is Mr. Mayank Raj innovation ambassador to the 

MHRD, Govt of India. He began the class by 

asking the students what they thought orientation 

meant, and they responded that it meant 

welcoming someone who was unfamiliar with the 

new system and attempting to educate them on 

the new policies, procedures, and so on. IIC 

focuses on innovation-new ideas, prototype 

development, and invention in the service sector, 

as well as IPR-new idea protection, such as a 

patent for your product copyrights. Start UP - A 

novel idea for your own company, or for you to 

start your own enterprises as a job seeker. The 

question now is, what exactly is innovation? The 

answer to the issue is that it is an idea that can be 

turned into reality. For example, someone came 

up with the Zoom programme, which allows 

people to connect online in a virtual mode, which 

is not possible during the physical lockdown. 

Creativity is the source of all ideas. 
 

 
Under the domain of Innovation Institute Council, 

IIMT College of Law has organized an online 

workshop on 07-06-2021. The speaker of the 

event were Adv Rakesh Kumar, Advocate on 

Record, Supreme Court of India, he said that for 

understanding the business law is we have to 

know the structure of business. He stated that in 

order to comprehend business law, we must first 

comprehend company structure. Company, 

Limited Liability Partnership and Proprietorship 

are the three types of businesses. We must 

comprehend the natural and artificial components 

of law. The first aspect of a business is its entity. 

For example, when a person is born, his previous 

identity is nil, and subsequently his identity can be 

changed. The first component of a business entity 

is how it is formed, how it operates, and how it is 

dissolved. Different laws apply to the second 

aspect of business, which involves property, and 

the third aspect, which involves labour. A set of 

laws is required for the fourth aspect of raw 

materials. Individual natural people registered 

with the name of his name, such as Shri Ram  

 

 

Sons, can be registered under commercial 

regulations. Around 120 students have attended 

the session. 

 
 

Under the domain of Innovation Institute Council, IIMT 

College of Law has organized an online workshop on 

Business Model Canvas on 28th May, 2021. The speaker 

of the event was Prof S.K Mahajan. Every firm, start-up, 

or industry has a legal cell. The legal cell of the 

industrial business deal with a issue such as employer-

employee relation, financing, buy, and store, among 

other things. When it comes to business models, law 

students can learn about them and use them to solve 

difficulties in the industry. Small businesses must 

consider finances, technology, and intellectual property 

rights. We need to focus on new education policies 

related to law that include business and what needs we 

have to require technology, either to develop or buy, then 

we need finance, manpower, and we need to know what 

product to sell in the market with the intention of profit, 

and we need to think it through in the cosmos. 
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Is It Insane To Use Insanity As 

A Defense? 

Most scenarios involving human activity 

and the existence of guilt, knowledge of the 

act, and its repercussions introduce the 

concept of responsibility. A person who is 

completely unconscious of their 

surroundings or of the distinction between 

good and evil is not the one to punish. 

According to the legal maxim actus non 

facit reum nisi mens sat rea, an act must be 

done with a guilty mentality, not just a 

physical act, for it to be declared criminal. 

A person's basic human and fundamental 

rights are violated if he is penalized for an 

act for which he is not guilty, according to 

the Indian Constitution. In addition, if a 

person is unable to protect or defend 

himself in a court of law, the concept of 

Natural justice is triggered. A person’s 

inability to commit a crime exempts him 

from punishment by the court. Section 84 

of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, deals 

with acts of a person of unsound mind, as 

well as discussing insanity as a defence, 

according to the Indian constitution. 

 

Insanity in India: A Historical 

Perspective 

 

Insanity defence law, also known as 

mental condition defence in some 

nations, has been in India for millennia; 

nevertheless, it was only in the last three 

centuries that the problem became a legal 

issue. Previously, numerous tests were 

used to legally pronounce someone 

insane, including the Wild Beast test. The 

Capacity to distinguish between Right 

and Wrong Test and the Insane Delusion 

Test , landmark McNaughten rule was 

built on the foundation of these three 

tests. The McNaughten case is a 

renowned precedent in the law of insanity 

defence. Even in India, the section 84 

IPC was purely based on this premise; no 

amendments have been made since then, 

though the Law Commission of India 

attempted to revisit the Section 84 in 

1971, but no changes were made. The 

key factors for analysing Section 84 IPC 

can be listed in such a way that they can 

be easily sorted into two broad 

categories: major and minor criteria. The 

major criteria include a medical 

requirement of mental illness, which  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

means that the accused must have been 

suffering from a mental illness at the time 

of the act, and a loss of reasoning 

requirement, which means that the 

accused is unable to comprehend the 

nature of the act or to recognise that his 

act is wrong or against the law. The 

liability test, as opposed to the medical 

examination, is outlined in Section 84 of 

the IPC. It is commonly noticed that a 

lack of will is caused not only by a lack 

of understanding maturity, but also by a 

morbid condition of mind. From a 

medical and legal standpoint, this sick 

mental disease affords an exemption from 

criminal culpability. While it's a legal 

point of view, an individual must be 

treated as an equivalent as long as he's 

capable of distinguishing between right 

and wrong; as long as he's aware that the 

act performed is against the law, it's 

probably correct to say that each person 

is insane when committing a criminal act, 

necessitating an exemption from criminal 

responsibility; while it's a medical point 

of view, an individual must be held to be 

an equivalent as long as he's ready to 

distinguish between right and wrong ,this 

is contrary to law. 

 

Dr. Sudhakaran 

( Assistant Professor) 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 FDP on Effective Modern Online 

Teaching Aids 

 National Seminar on Challenges to 

Enforcement of Laws in Covid-19 

Scenario 

 National Conference on Medico-

Legal Issues in Covid-19 Era 

 Legal Start-up Ideas based on 

Innovation Online Advocate Meet  

                                                  FACULTY CORNER 

UPCOMING  EVENTS 
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           le; dk nkSj 

le; dk lcdks dguk gS mldks rks 

pyrs jguk gS 

er djks mldks cjckn djks lnk 

dke dh ckrAA 

le; dks ge lc dk gS bUrtkj 

ij gj ne djks dke dh ckrA 

le; dk lcdks dguk gS mlus 

ges”kk lkFk ugh jguk gS pyrs gh 

jguk gSA  

er djks mldks cjckn djks lnk 

dke dh ckrAA 

           fe0 dfudk xUMks=k 

             ,y0,y0ch0 6 lsesLVj 

 
 

              
 

MY INDIA 

I Dream A Dream 

 
For my fellow national and inhabitants 

For a vigil India and or wakefulness; 

Prosperous India for thriving spirit;  

For their sentary duties and Concrete 

steps; 

Let's build a New India; 

A DREAM  WE DREAM 

 

                   Sandhya Goel 

                   LL.B. 6th Sem. 
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